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I n Belgium one distinguishes two types of bachelor degrees: the professional and the academic
bachelor. A professional bachelor degree focuses on professional training (such as nursing and
teaching) and does not grant automatic access to a master’s program. The goal of an academic

bachelor degree on the other hand is to get all the necessary knowledge and skills to start a master’s
program. However professional bachelors are not excluded from a master programme, they can start
a master programme after succeeding a bridging programme. 

In this paper we focus on possible differences in values and skills between these two types of mas-
ter students: the ones who enter the master programme by means of an academic bachelor degree
(regular students) and those who got admittance after finishing a bridging programme (bridging stu-
dents). In practice, the professors experience no differences.  Our research reveals a significant differ-
ence between the two populations in some aspects.

We invested the basic values and perceptions of motives and needs of 150 master students in engineer-
ing technology in the University College Lessius in Belgium with the help of Schein’s Career Anchors [1].
The results were analysed with the help of an independent t-test.

We analysed the scores of 155 master students in engineering technology in the University College Les-
sius. We selected all the courses with the same focus and defined 6 groups. We computed for each of
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these groups the mean scores of all the courses belonging to that group. It was our hypothesis that
these means were equal for the regular and the bridging students. With the help of an independent t-test
we tested these hypotheses. 

For 7 out of the 8 career anchors we did not measure any significant difference between the two types
of students, except the anchor ‘general managerial competence (AM)’. Students who entered the mas-
ter program after a bridging programme seem to be less interested in becoming a manager. 

The results of the exams reveal that the regular students perform significantly better for theory, ‘theory and
exercises’ and the master thesis. The difference between the mean scores is extremely significant for the-
ory. For the mixed group ‘theory and exercises’ and the master thesis the differences are significant. This
means that the proved differences can be assigned to a difference between the two populations.

Laboratory, ‘theory and laboratory’ and ‘project’ are working methods focusing on hands-on activities
and/or contextualized tasks. We see no significant better results for the bridging students. The mean
values of the results of the evaluation are too close to each other. According to the career anchors the
bridging students share almost the same values in their professional careers as the regular students, ex-
cept in one domain: the general managerial competence. This means, according to Schein [1], that
these students work in a less general way compared to regular students. Generally, they are not as
much focused on analytical thinking, taking decisions, working together, communication and knowl-
edge of human nature.  

This research also points out that the mean scores of the regular students are significantly better than
the results of the bridging students, except for laboratory related and  contextualized courses. For the
latter there is no statistically measurable difference between the two populations.

The opposite result would be very surprising. Bridging students took practical oriented courses during
their professional bachelor program. They apparently take profit of this training and are still motivated to fo-
cus on more complex practical problems. The reasons for their less good results for theoretical oriented
courses and the master thesis are not yet scientifically invested. We can only guess. A possibility is a lack
of necessary prior knowledge, a less good study attitude, etc.. When we focus on the four fields (chem-
istry, electronics-ICT, electromechanics and energy) and make the same analysis but now for the four
fields separately, we obtain very different results. May be this will help us to understand the origin of the ob-
served, significant differences between the two populations. This will be published in a future publication.

When we started this research the teaching staff was convinced that the study track has no influence on
the performance of the masterstudents. This is a logical conclusion since the differences are small. During
exams, the history of a student is not mentioned, nor written down. A professor focuses on the specific mo-
ment in the specific context. The students of the two groups are mixed and they take the same courses.

Extra research is needed in order to find out the possible reasons for these differences. Other variables,
such as gender, training at high school, etc. should be taken into account. 
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